
Providing bespoke
 Labelling Solutions.

Discover for yourself the
one-to-one customer

attention and experience
that we provide.

Engineering

Industry

We’ll save you hours of trying to
find an alternative solution, will
ensure you get the best product
for your needs and will
guarantee that we’re
competitively priced.

For more information, please visit our official
website at www.imageslabels.com You may also

contact 01246 436876 or email
info@imageslabels.com.



Toughtag is a 200 micron non-tear
plastic which is clay-coated to a give
a very smooth matt finish which
allows excellent print quality. 
 
Easy to write on, it has very high
burst strength so it often requires no
reinforcement on the hole.We also
stock a 350 micron Toughtag. 
 
The material is suitable for die cutting
or putting a slot in. It is water
resistant and weather proof. Tags
made from Toughtag can be left
outside for months at a time. The
base material is white and we can
print 6 standard colours from stock -
red, yellow, green, blue, orange and
pink. Any other colour you require will
be printed to order.
 TYVEK TAGS

PLASTIC TAGS

Tyvek tags are easy to write on
and can be supplied in
continuous form or as single
labels. Ideal for outdoor use,
they are chemical, water and
tear resistant.
 
 We can flood coat white Tyvek
to six standard colours (red,
yellow, blue, green, pink and
orange). The standard weight of
Tyvek is 75 gsm although we
also supply 105 gsm for a small
extra charge.
 



Nameplates are available in a wide range of
metal and plastic materials ranging from
aluminium, stainless steel and brass.
 
Aluminium material is durable and hard-
wearing. It is ideal for all kinds of outdoor
use as it is chemical and water resistant. We
can supply this in various thicknesses to suit
any application stainless steel, like
aluminium, is durable and hard-wearing.
 
 However, this material can withstand high
temperatures. For example, stainless steel
nameplates can be used on fire doors where
information must remain intact after a fire. It
can also be supplied in various sizes and
thicknesses We help you choose the right
material for your requirements and, as many
of our materials are held in stock, we provide
a fast turnaround service.

MANILLA TAGS

 
The paper manilla and pulp board
tags tend to be used in industrial
environments where simple print is
required with stock control,
examination and production. 
 
We can print these tags in up to four
colours but the majority of customers
print this type of tag in one or two
colours

NAMEPLATES



 
Self-adhesive labels are available in a wide range of paper, polyester,and vinyl
materials. This plastic is a durable material which can be sub-surface printed to
protect the print.  It is also water-resistance and can be used in tough
conditions where the information needs to last a long time.  
 
These labels can be supplied in singles or continuous sheets.
We help you choose the right material and format for your requirements and,
as many of our materials are held in stock, can provide fast turnaround at
competitive prices.
 
We can print these tags in up to four colours but the majority of customers print
this type of tag in one or two colours

SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS


